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This paper discusses quantitative tools to evaluate the reliability of ‘‘decay time estimates’’ and
inter-relationships between multiple decay times for estimates made within a Bayesian framework.
Previous works@Xiang and Goggans, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 1415–1424~2001!; 113, 2685–2697
~2003!# have applied Bayesian framework to cope with the demanding tasks in estimating multiple
decay times from Schroeder decay functions measured in acoustically coupled spaces. A parametric
model of Schroeder decay function@Xiang, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.98, 2112–2121~1995!# has been
used for the Bayesian model-based analysis. The relevance of this work is that architectural
acousticians need to know how well determined are the estimated decay times calculated within
Bayesian framework using Schroeder decay function data. This paper will first address the
estimation of global variance of the residual errors between the Schroeder function data and its
model. Moreover, this paper discusses how the ‘‘landscape’’ shape of the posterior probability
density function over the decay parameter space influences the individual decay time estimates, their
associated variances, and their inter-relationships. This paper uses experimental results from
measured room impulse responses in real halls to describe a model-based sampling method for an
efficient estimation of decay times, and their individual variances. These parameters along with
decay times are relevant decay parameters for evaluation and understanding of acoustically coupled
spaces. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1903845#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.55.Mc@EJS# Pages: 3707–3715
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, acoustics of coupled spaces have
ceived considerable attention in architectural acoustics1–7

One of the important tasks for better understanding and
sign of acoustics in coupled spaces lies in sound energy
cay analysis. This paper discusses quantitative tools to ev
ate the reliability of ‘‘decay time estimates’’ and inte
relationships between multiple decay times for estima
made within a Bayesian framework. Recent applications
Bayesian probability theory in decay time evaluation
acoustically coupled spaces4,5 have demonstrated a usef
framework for analyzing Schroeder decay functions8 from
room impulse response measurements. The Bayesian fr
work proves to be able to estimate not only the decay par
eters from Schroeder decay model,4 but also to determine the
decay order quantitatively.5

Bayesian probability theory, which includes Baye
theorem, includes all rules of probability theory for relatin
and manipulating probabilities; interpreted asthe logic of
science,9 it is a quantitative theory of inference. In Bayesia
framework, Bayesian probability theory provides useful to

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
xiangn@rpi.edu; Tel:~518!-276-6464; Fax:~518!-276-3034.
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to formulate posterior probability density function~PPDF! of
decay parameters. One approach to estimation of respe
decay parameters is to use the PPDF in probabilistic mom
calculations of specific parameters. Alternatively, localiz
tion of global extremes of the PPDF in the parameter sp
will also lead to an effective estimation of relevant dec
parameters,4 so-called maximuma posterior~MAP! estima-
tion, since the PPDF associated with any particular se
values for the decay parameters is a measure of how m
one believes that they really lie in the neighborhood of t
range. For both probabilistic approaches, the shape of
global extremes on the PPDF will influence the precision
the probabilistic estimation, subsequently the reliability
the decay time estimation. In addition to estimation of dec
times in order to understand the acoustics in the acoustic
coupled spaces, recent investigation on systematic de
dence of the decay times on the aperture size, the volu
and other room parameters6,7 stimulates the need to evalua
reliability, to quantify uncertainties associated with Bayes
decay time estimation from the room impulse responses

Reliability of measurements and estimation of para
eters of interest is always of major concern of the respec
measurement techniques and estimation methods. In the
il:
3707707/9/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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text of architectural-acoustic measurement techniques,
ousticians have always endeavored a high reliability in
termining room-acoustic parameters including reverbera
time, decay times, and other parameters.8–13Schroeder back-
wards integration method8 is a successful effort to increas
the determination reliability of sound energy decay funct
from a single measurement of room impulse responses
comparison to the traditional noise-interrupt method, whe
large number of ensemble averages of measured d
curves have to be carried out.

The subject of this paper is to study the estimation r
ability and inter-relationships between multiple decay tim
given the measured room impulse responses from wh
Schroeder decay functions are derived, in other words, th
to access the estimation quality of relevant decay parame
from Schroeder decay functions using Bayesian probab
theory. A practical significance of the reliability analysis
that architectural acousticians want to know in the prac
what error bars or variances are associated with the estim
decay parameters once the decay parameters have been
mated from the given data. Reliability associated with diff
ent measurement techniques, associated with reproducib
of a specific measurement technique, or different estima
methods is, however, not a primary concern of the curr
work, rather than the reliability of the estimated decay p
rameters when the Bayesian inference is applied in analy
Schroeder decay functions.4 This is however a different situ
ation than assessing result-spreading, error-bars or the re
ducibility of a number of repeated measurements si
Schroeder integration yields a smoothed decay function f
a single measurement of a room impulse response.8

Fundamentals of Bayesian reliability analysis can
found in Refs. 9 and 14. Bayesian uncertainty analysis
also been applied in other acoustics fields, amongst other
previous works.15–18 In this paper, however, we share o
own insight in the specific applications of sound energy
cay analysis in coupled spaces. We will demonstrate
Bayesian framework also provides architectural acoustic
t
n
s
h
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with relevant tools for quantifying the reliability of deca
time estimation and inter-relationships between multiple
cay times. This paper will demonstrate the reliability analy
of decay time estimation in coupled spaces using experim
tally measured room impulse responses.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II provid
some examples of calculating decay times in acoustic sp
in order to highlight estimation reliability of decay time
over their PPDF landscapes. Section III introduces the
mulations to quantify the decay time reliability within Baye
sian framework and discusses some representative res
Finally Sec. IV concludes the paper.

II. DECAY TIME LANDSCAPES

Bayesian decay time estimation is a model-based
proach. Previous work4 described the Bayesian formalism
using a parametric model19 for Schroeder decay function

F~A,B,tk!5(
j 51

m

AjGj~Bj ,tk!, 0<tk<tULI , ~1!

where

Gj~Bj ,tk!5H exp~2Bj•tk! for j 51,2,...,m21,

tULI2tk for j 5m,
~2!

and A5$A1 ,A2 ,...,Am%, B5$B1 ,B2 ,...,Bm%, and Bj

513.8/Tj andBm50. tULI is the time at the upper limit of the
Schroeder integration~ULI !.4,19 Here Tj denotes thejth de-
cay time to be determined, andm is the number of additive
terms in the model. TheAj are called linear parameters whi
Bj are nonlinear parameters. Since Schroeder integratio
experimentally measured room impulse responses is ca
out only within a finite ULI, one more boundary conditio
has to constrain the Schroeder decay model when the
gration is carried out towards the ULI:

F~A,B,tk5tULI !50. ~3!

This boundary condition introduces an additional co
stant term into the model20
Gj~Bj ,tk!5H exp~2Bj•tk!2exp~2Bj•tULI ! for j 51,2,...,m21,

tULI2tk for j 5m.
~4!
few,

in-
cally,

y
Fs
n
is

hi-
. 1
Simulation and experimental comparisons reveal that Eq.~2!
differs from Eq. ~4! only insignificantly whentULI is large
enough so that the decay time analysis usually ignores
additional, constant term in the practice, especially whe
measurement record length of room impulse responses u
pseudorandom signals has to be selected long enoug
avoid possible time-aliasing. A subsequent Schroeder i
gration will be simply carried out over the entire recor
length without any burden of careful determination of t
ULI.4,19 However, when computer modeling tools crea
room impulse responses, there is no measurement nois
the data (Am50), the model in Eq.~4! will be more appro-
priate.
he
a

ing
to

e-

in

The model expressed in Eq.~1! along with Eq.~2! or Eq.
~4! is a form of generalized linear models.4 It is derived
based on the nature of Schroeder decay functions with a
distinct decay modes.4,19,20 For this specific model form,
Bayesian formulation can carry out marginalizations of l
ear parameters and other nuisance parameters analyti
leading to the PPDF,4 which is only a function of the non-
linear parameters~decay times! given the Schroeder deca
function. Figure 1 illustrates two examples of the PPD
over the decay times based on the decay model whem
53 ~two decay slopes!. The sound energy decay analysis
primarily confined with common frequency bands in arc
tectural acoustics. The Schroeder decay functions in Fig
Xiang et al.: Decay time reliability in coupled spaces
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FIG. 1. Peak-normalized posterior probability distributions~PPDF! of two decay times evaluated from room impulse responses in two halls. Left: A Ch
in south Mississippi. Right: Coupled spaces in the Student Union, University of Mississippi.~a!, ~d!: PPDF in 3D presentations, a grid of 5503550 and
8003800 is defined for~a!, ~d! respectively.~b!, ~e!: PPDF in 2D presentations.~c!, ~f!: Detailed PPDF showing elongated, skewed peaks in decay
spaces.
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are e.g. evaluated from 1 kHz octave band-filtered, exp
mentally measured room impulse responses. Bayesian d
model selection5 has determined the number of decay slop
to be 2. On the left-hand side of Fig. 1 the results, norm
ized with respect to the peak value~peak-normalized!, are
derived from a room impulse response measured in a chu
Two sharp peaks of the PPDF are found within a decay t
range between 0.3 and 1.1 s. Any of these peaks will se
when seeking the global maximum. A detailed zoom in o
of the peaks as shown in Fig. 1~c! reveals a sharp, bu
skewed landscape of PPDF over the decay time sp
$T1 ,T2%. The sharpness of the landscape indicates a h
reliability ~low uncertainty! associated with the decay tim
estimation based on the PPDF. In other words, the de
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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e
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times are well defined and will be precisely estimated with
a tiny decay time range in an order ofu0.02u s. The skewness
of the landscape, namely, the angle of the landscape rela
to the axes, however, implies a dependence between
decay times.

On the right-hand side of Fig. 1 the results are deriv
from a room impulse response measured in the Stud
Union of the University of Mississippi where two spaces a
coupled together. The PPDF landscape of this exampl
characterized by two distinct, well-separated, narrow pe
as shown in Figs. 1~d! and ~e!. A detailed zoom into one of
the peaks as shown in Fig. 1~f! reveals an elongated land
scape. The specific peak is widely spreading over a la
range along decay time axisT2 , while the landscape along
3709Xiang et al.: Decay time reliability in coupled spaces
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decay time axisT1 presents a narrow peak. The elongat
landscape indicates that decay timeT1 can be inferred more
reliably than decay timeT2 on the basis of the current dat
Estimation ofT1 will be associated with an order of magn
tude higher reliability. The landscape oblique to the axisT2

implies a dependence of one decay time from the other.
These two experimental examples illustrate the relia

ity associated with the decay time parameters and in
relationship between them may vary from data to data. O
the decay model order has been determined5 different mea-
surement results feature different landscape shapes ove
decay time space. Figure 2 shows an abstracted contou
the PPDF landscapes illustrated in Fig. 1, which indica
that an ellipse can approximate a contour of the PPDF la
scape around the global peak at a given, sufficiently h
PPDF value. Any point specified by$T1 ,T2% on the ellipse
will have equal value of the PPDF, which measures the sa
degree of our belief that the decay times to be determined
in the vicinity around that point. PPDF landscapes illustra
in these figures should clearly highlight different reliabili
associated with shapes of PPDFs and need of further ev
ations of parameters associated with the PPDF landscape
addition to the Bayesian estimation of decay times4 which
yields only the linear decay parameters and decay tim
Note that generations of the landscapes illustrated in Fi
are quite computationally expensive, 5502 and 8002 calcula-
tions of the PPDF need to be undertaken, respectively. T
are illustrated only for an clear explanation of the proble
and our need of further evaluation. In architectural acous
practice, efficient, quantitative tools are required to meas
the reliability and inter-relationship between them witho
visual inspection of these landscapes. Section III B det
the tools.

III. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss two kinds of quantitative me
sures of reliability:global andindividual variance in the con-

FIG. 2. Elliptical contour of the PPDF landscapes around the global p
over the decay time space. The length of the principle axes~dotted line! are
related to the variance of each decay time and the orientation of the s
ness corresponds to the dependence of one decay time on the other.
3710 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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text of evaluation of multiple decay times from Schroede
decay functions. This discussion is based heavily on
Bayesian decay time estimation detailed in Ref. 4 so as
keep the discussion as concise as possible.

A. Global variance

To formulate the PPDF of decay parameters given
data~Schroeder decay function!,4 application of the principle
of maximum entropy results in a Gaussian probability de
sity function for the residual errors between the Schroe
decay datadk and its modelF(A,B,tk) with an unspecified
variances2 @see Eq.~19! in Ref. 4# which is the likelihood
function of data:

p~DuA,B,s,I !5~A2ps!2K

3expH 21

2s2 (
k51

K

@dk2F~A,B,tk!#
2J , ~5!

whereK is the total number of decay data used for estim
tion. The likelihood function is writtenp(DuA,B,s,I ) as a
reminder that the variances2 is at this stage unknown. Th
background informationI encapsulating what is known abou
these parameters~A,B,s! before observing the data. It als
specifies the degree we should believe the model reflecti
few distinct decay modes is correct for this speci
problem.4 Although the conditioning onI has been omitting
in all the calculations presented in Refs. 4, 5 and this wo
one must never forget its existence. ‘‘A failure to state e
plicitly all the relevant background information, and assum
tions is frequently the real cause of heated debates about
analysis.’’14

In the following we make effort to estimate the varian
s2. After marginalization of linear parametersA by assign-
ing a uniform prior, the PPDF of nonlinear paramete
becomes4

p~Bus,D,I !}s2K1m expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D , ~6!

wherem is the number of additive terms in the decay mod
the quantitiesd2 andq2 are defined in Eqs.~6! and ~20! in
Ref. 4, respectively.p(Bus,D,I ) can be interpreted as
function of s. Once the decay parametersB given the data
vector D have been well estimated, the moment calculat
by assigning Jeffreys’ prior 1/s ~Ref. 21! yields the expected
s-moment^ss&,22,23

^ss&5
*0

`ss21p~Bus,D,I !ds

*0
`s21p~Bus,D,I !ds

. ~7!

For s52 it yields the expected variance~see Appendix!:

^s2&5
Kd2

K2m22 S 12
mq2

Kd2D
uB5B̂

, ~8!

where B̂ are estimated MAP values of nonlinear decay p
rameters.

The expectedvariance ^s2& or its square root, the ex
pectedstandard derivation̂ s&, serves as a global indicato

k

w-
Xiang et al.: Decay time reliability in coupled spaces
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of how well the specific decay model represents the d
~Schroeder decay function!, provided that the decay param
eters have been well determined. The quantitiesK, m, d2,
andq2 would have been determined when seeking the glo
maximum of the landscape atB̂ as discussed in Ref. 4 so th
^s& using Eq. ~8! is readily evaluated. It is a quantitativ
indicator for quality assessment which quantifies the gen
variation of the measured decay function from the mo
function. For a givenK and m, the smaller̂ s&, the smaller
the variation will be. Table I lists the standard derivations
evaluated from experimental measurements shown in Fig

Although the expected standard derivation^s& can give
us an idea how the Schroeder decay function is in gen
represented by the decay model when the decay param
have been optimally estimated, it does not convey any s
cific information about reliability of each single decay tim
estimated from the data. Nevertheless, as a quantitative m
sure when the expected standard derivation^s& becomes un-
expected large, one needs to check with what went wr
with the measurement or the model. Since decay time
acoustically coupled spaces are of primary interest in ar
tectural acoustics practice, we proceed to specify direct to
to quantify the reliability associated with each single dec
time.

B. Individual variance

As stated previously, no specific knowledge prior to t
decay analysis lead to assignment of uniform priors for
the parameters to be determined.4 The data likelihood func-
tion has been assigned a Gaussian function due to lim
knowledge on the residual errors between the data and
model. In the end, the likelihood distribution will place mo
of its weight, as a relatively sharp peak, in a region where
prior distribution varies little. In the current work, a larg
number of data are involved in calculating the likeliho
function, since Schroeder decay functions are presente
data on orders of hundreds and thousands data points
n-dimension Gaussian model will asymptotically appro
mate the PPDF landscape within a small subspace arou
global peak14,24 as illustrated in Figs. 1~c! and ~f!,

p~T!}exp@2 1
2~T2T̂!C21~T2T̂!Tr#, ~9!

where T5$T1 ,T2 ,...,Tn% are the decay times andT̂
5$T̂1 ,T̂2 ,...,T̂n% the decay times at the global maximum
the landscape, also termed MAP-values of the decay tim
C is the covariance matrix. ( )Tr represents the matrix trans
pose.n is dimension of the nonlinear parameter space. T
normalization coefficient of the Gaussian function, being

TABLE I. Overall standard derivation@Eq. ~8!# of two different Schroeder’s
decay functions from experimentally measured impulse responses. ‘‘Un
stands for the Student Union at the University of Mississippi; ‘‘Church’’ f
the Church in Pascagoula, Mississippi.

Hall Overall standard derivation T1 (s) T2 (s)

Church 1.51E23 0.374 1.02
Union 2.26E23 0.77 1.59
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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relevant for the shape of thep(T) landscape, has bee
dropped. Specifically, whenn52, we have

C215S a c

c bD , ~10!

p~T!}exp~2e2!, ~11!

with

e25 1
2@a~T12T̂1!212c~T12T̂1!~T22T̂2!

1b~T22T̂2!2#, ~12!

where

a5
]2p

]T1
2U

T̂1 ,T̂2

, b5
]2p

]T2
2U

T̂1 ,T̂2

, c5
]2p

]T1]T2
U

T̂1 ,T̂2

.

~13!

Equation~12! is an ellipse of general form as illustrated
Fig. 2. Comparable to 1D Gaussian distribution in Eq.~5! the
covariance matrixC of a multidimensional Gaussian distr
bution in Eq.~9! is on the place where the variance^s2& is in
Eq. ~5!. The eigenvaluesL and eigenvectorsQ of the cova-
riance matrixC determine the length and orientation of pri
ciple axes of the ellipse.14 These two features of the PPDF
the global peak can be used to measure the reliability
inter-relationships of decay times. More specifically, the
genvaluesL5$l i%, served as individual variances, dete
mine the length of principle axes of the characteristic ellip
By the characteristic ellipse, it means the ellipse with t
principle axes 2Al i in length with the orientation determine
by the eigenvectorsQ. While the cross-correlation coeffi
cientCiCj /ACi

2Cj
2 evaluated from the covariance matrix a

used to quantify the inter-relationships between decay tim

C. Individual variance estimation

Based on the Gaussian model in Eq.~9! for PPDF
around the global peak over the decay time space, covaria
matrix in Eq.~9! in general, Eq.~10! whenn52 in particu-
lar, can be estimated using model-based methods. In
work we draw a set of random samples generated by a
malized Gaussian random process:

E g~T!dT51 ~14!

from the PPDF around the global peak in estimating
expected decay times^T& and the expected covariance matr
^C& using the importance sampling method.24 The expected
decay times can then be approximated by

^T&'
( r 51

R Trq~Tr !

( r 51
R q~Tr !

, ~15!

with

q~Tr !5
p~Tr uD,I !

g~Tr !
, ~16!

whereR is the total number of samples andTr5$Tir % with
i 51,2,... is the decay time vector drawn from the Gauss

’’
3711Xiang et al.: Decay time reliability in coupled spaces
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random process atr sampling step. The PPDFp(TuD,I ) is
evaluated in form of the student-T distribution given by E
~21! of Ref. 4,

p~TuD,I !}S 12
mq2

Kd2D ~m2K !/2

. ~17!

A random generator associated with the normaliz
Gaussian process expressed in Eq.~14! generatesR random
vectorsTr of n-elements in general, random pairs$T1 ,T2%r

for n52, in particular. Using these random decay times
each vectorTr , total R values ofp(Tr uD,I ), termed PPDF-
samples in this paper, are calculated. Using Eq.~16! each
PPDF-sample is scaled by the analytical Gaussian func
in Eq. ~14! at each decay time vectorTr . Eachq(Tr) value
is then sequentially stored in memory along with the ass
ated decay time vectorTr so that the expected decay tim
^T& is evaluated straightforwardly using Eq.~15!.

FIG. 3. Estimation of individual variances for the data as shown in F
1~a!–1~c!. Important sampling method is applied in estimating the lengths
principle axes of the distribution.~a! Pseudocolor presentation of the dens
of Gaussian distributed random samples. Figure 4 provides another pr
tation of the random samples.~b! Two elliptical principle axes estimated fo
the individual variances along with their final location, associated with
estimates of the expected values of decay times.
3712 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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The expected covariances can then be approximated

^Ci j &'
( r 51

R ~Tir 2^Ti&!~Tjr 2^Tj&!q~Tr !

( r 51
R q~Tr !

. ~18!

The storedq(Tr) values along withTr vectors in the
memory are reused for estimating the covariance matrix
ing Eq. ~18! with a minor computational load. After estima
tion of the covariance matrix, its eigenvalues and eigenv
tors can be obtained.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate estimation of the length
principle axes of the PPDF as shown in Figs. 1~a!–~c! from
the eigenvalues of the estimated covariance matrix. Th
orientation is determined by the estimated eigenvectors.
ure 3~a! illustrates a pseudocolor density representation
512 samples ofp(TuD,I ) drawn by the Gaussian random
process for estimating the expected decay times^T& and the
expected covariance matrix^C&. Figure 3~b! shows the esti-
mated position of two expected decay times, the length,
orientation of the principle axes. Their axis length, estima
from the eigenvalues of the expected covariance matrix,
directly associated with the individual variances^t i

2&. In
other words, the two crossed lines show the standard der

.
f

en-

e

FIG. 4. Peak-normalized marginal distributionsp(TuD,I ) of T1 and T2

drawn from 512 Gaussian random samples for the data as shown in
1~a!–1~c!. They provide another presentation as shown in Fig. 3~a!.
Xiang et al.: Decay time reliability in coupled spaces
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tions ~‘‘error bars’’! of the two decay times which are de
rived directly from the square root of the eigenvalues of
covariance matrix. From the cross point to the line end,
half of the line on each side corresponds to the individ
standard derivation̂t i&. The cross point is then associate
with two expected decay times. These expected values~de-
cay times and individual standard derivations! are listed in
Table II. Figure 4 provides another view of the estimation
shown in Fig. 3~a!; it illustrates the marginal distributions o
p(TuD,I ) over the decay time space$T1 ,T2% using 512
Gaussian random samples in order to estimate the expe
values^T1& and ^T2& and the expected covariance matr
These are distribution samples ofp(TuD,I ) over the decay
time space$T1 ,T2% using 512 Gaussian random samples,
projected onto theT1 and T2 axes, respectively. The ma
ginal distributions as shown in Fig. 4 are normalized w
respect to the peak-value~peak-normalization!. In a similar
fashion, Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the estimation of the len
of the principle axes and their orientation of the PPDF
shown in Figs. 1~d!–1~f!. Figure 5~a! illustrates a pseudo
color density representation of 512 samples ofp(TuD,I )
drawn by the Gaussian random process. Figure 5~b! shows
the estimated position of two expected decay times, the

FIG. 5. Estimation of individual variances for the data as shown in F
1~d!–1~f! using the important sampling method.~a! Pseudocolor presenta
tion of the density of Gaussian distributed random samples. Figure 6
vides another presentation of the random samples.~b! Two elliptical prin-
ciple axes estimated for the individual variances along with their fi
location, associated with the estimates of the expected values of two d
times.

TABLE II. Expected valueŝT1&, ^T2& and individual~expected! standard
derivationŝ t1&, ^t2& of the decay times of two different Schroeder’s dec
functions from experimentally measured impulse responses. ‘‘Union’’ sta
for the Student Union at the University of Mississippi, ‘‘Church’’ for th
Church in Pascagoula, Mississippi.

Hall ^T1& (s) ^t1& (s) ^T2& (s) ^t2& (s) Correlation

Church 0.366 0.0103 1.010 0.018 0.854
Union 0.790 0.0157 1.738 0.152 0.80
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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pected standard derivations, and the orientation of the p
ciple axes. The estimates of the expected values~decay times
and individual standard derivations! are listed in Table II.
Figure 6 illustrates the peak-normalized marginal distrib
tions of p(TuD,I ) over the decay time space$T1 ,T2% using
512 Gaussian random samples.

The importance sampling method used in this work i
random procedure. Table III also lists three different runs
the estimation results for the example shown in Figs. 1~a!–
1~c! using 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 Gaussian rand
samples. The estimation results between each single
may differ from each other. However the estimated final v
ues of the expected decay times and associated indivi
variances are already in the precision needed in architec
acoustics practice. This example suggests that spending
512 or even 2048 samples@PPDF-calculations using Eq
~16!# would be much more efficient than the exhausted m
ping of the full PPDFs in that small region using 300 000
640 000 PPDF-calculations as shown in Figs. 1~c! and ~f!.

For the estimation the given set of Gaussian rand
samples are drawn within a relative large decay time spac
indicated as initial Gaussian assignment in Table III. At t
initial stage where a Gaussian distribution needs to be

.

o-

l
ay

FIG. 6. Peak-normalized marginal distributionsp(TuD,I ) of T1 and T2

drawn from 512 Gaussian random samples for the data as shown in
1~a!–1~c!. They provide another presentation as shown in Fig. 5~a!.

s
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signed for drawing random samples, the initial values ofT1

and T2 , as estimated using a search algorithm based
Gibbs sampling method in Sec. III A~see Ref. 4!, served as
initial MAP-values for the Gaussian distribution. An ind
pendence between the decay parameters~cross-
correlation50! is initially assumed. Two initial variances fo
the Gaussian distribution can be roughly estimated using
~13! in terms of a few samples around the initial MAP-valu
of the decay times. The importance sampling method w
yield precise results when the distribution density of the r
dom process in Eq.~14!, with which the random samples ar
generated, are close to the PPDF in Eq.~17!.24 As shown in
Table III, however, even a relative rough assignment of
initial MAP-values of decay times and the initial variances
the Gaussian random sample generator will lead to a rea
able precision of the expected values of decay times and
variances using the importance sampling.

The sampling method given in Eqs.~15! and ~18! is
implicitly a model-based procedure. It assumes an appro
ate model of the PPDF around one global peak as give
Eq. ~9!. Estimation of expected values of decay times and
individual variances using the importance sampling is a m
ment calculation while the initial MAP values estimated u
ing Gibbs sampling represents a location search algori
proceeding the importance sampling. So the estimation
expected decay times and their individual variances for r
ability analysis in this work is carried out using hybrid sam
pling methods. When one decay time is dependent on
other~correlation.0!, any search algorithm will suffer from
a long search process.15,18 The hybrid methods implemente
in this work can avoid back-and-forth search across the
bal extreme over the decay time space when the PPDF l
scape is skewed,15 since a rough assignment for the Gauss
random samples is sufficient as shown by the numerical
amples. It implies that an earlier interruption of Gibbs sa
pling for searching the initial decay times is possible. O

TABLE III. Estimated expected decay times^T1&, ^T2& and their individual
standard derivationŝt1&, ^t2&, along with the cross-correlation coefficien
indicating the dependence of two decay times of the Schroeder’s d
function from experimentally measured impulse response in a Churc
Pascagula, Mississippi.

^T1& (s)
St. derivation

^t1& (s) ^T2& (s)
St. derivation

^t2& (s) Correlation

Initial
Gaussian
assignment

0.374 0.05 1.02 0.05 0

0.3661 0.0107 1.0106 0.0181 0.8366
256 samples 0.3676 0.0182 1.0099 0.0119 0.844

0.3631 0.0107 1.0109 0.0150 0.8637

0.3657 0.0094 1.0083 0.0153 0.8426
512 samples 0.3638 0.0108 1.0091 0.0159 0.839

0.3660 0.0090 1.0102 0.0167 0.8775

0.3652 0.0101 1.0101 0.0172 0.8965
1024 samples 0.3659 0.0092 1.0089 0.0167 0.856

0.3661 0.0110 1.0103 0.0184 0.8237

0.3650 0.0102 1.0080 0.0159 0.8902
2048 samples 0.3661 0.0099 1.0095 0.0165 0.855

0.3658 0.0100 1.0102 0.0177 0.8936
3714 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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further step and/or even iterative steps of the importa
sampling, using the updated decay values and individ
variances achieved in the previous step, can be conceiv
applied to obtain even higher precision of estimation. Sin
the precision as shown in Table III has already proven su
cient for architectural acoustics practice, the iterative imp
tance sampling is not shown in this work, rather it is high
recommended for other applications.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Estimation of decay times in acoustically coupled spa
can be accomplished within the Bayesian framework. T
reliability of the decay time estimation is primarily dete
mined by the data given a well-established decay mo
Both general variance and individual variances are impor
measures for the reliability of the decay time estimatio
They should always be estimated as part of the sound en
decay analysis. They can serve as quality indicators in in
preting the results with quantitative confidence. This pa
describes the handy tools for the reliability analysis. Alo
with the tools for the decay parameter estimation4 and the
decay model selection5 within Bayesian framework, Baye
sian approaches are suitable methods for the decay
evaluation in acoustically coupled spaces.
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APPENDIX

A substitution of Eq.~6! into Eq. ~7! yields

^ss&5

E
0

`

s2K1m1s21 expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D ds

E
0

`

s2K1m21 expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D ds

. ~A1!

A change of variableu51/s; ds52s2du and a replace-
ment of the integral limitss→0; u→` ands→`; u→0 lead
the denominator of Eq.~A1! to the form

E
0

`

u2n exp~2au2!du5
1

2
GS n1

1

2Da2~n11/2!, ~A2!
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with a5(Kd22mq2)/2 and n5(K2m2s21)/2 the de-
nominator becomes

E
0

`

s2K1m1s21 expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D ds

5
1

2
GS K2m2s

2 Da2~K2m2s!/2. ~A3!

The numerator can be determined in similar fashion so t

^ss&5GS K2m2s

2 DGS K2m

2 D 21SAKd22mq2

2
D s

.

~A4!
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